CRSM CT CABLE TAP SPLICES

HEAT-SHRINK WRAPAROUND CABLE TAP SPLICES (1000V)

KEY FEATURES
• Sealant coated
• RUS accepted
• Wraparound

TE Connectivity’s (TE) Raychem CRSM CT cable tap splices can be used
as a wraparound, sealed cable tap splice.
The CRSM CT is sealant coated, and mainly for use on standard poly- or
elastomeric insulated conductors.
TE’s CRSM CT is RUS accepted for use with compression and split-bolt
connectors.

Customers can count on consistent, high quality products, driven by TE’s
proven innovation and backed by our extraordinary customer support.

ENERGY /// CRSM CT CABLE TAP SPLICES

CRSM CT Cable Tap Splices

Qualified to ANSI C119.1 rated to ICEA electrical
withstand test for 1000 volts.

PRODUCT SELECTION INFORMATION: DIMENSIONS IN INCHES (mm)
Description

Sleeve Length

Conductor Main
(1000V max)
(AWG/kcmil)

Conductor Tap
(1000V max)
(AWG/kcmil)

Connector
Dimension

Standard Pack

6 (152)

#8 - #2

#10 - #2

2 (51)

10

Compression Connector
CRSM-CT-34/10-150
CRSM-CT-53/13-200

8 (203)

#2 - 4/0

#10 - 4/0

4 (102)

10

CRSM-CT-84/20-250

10 (254)

4/0 - 500

#2 - 500

6 (152)

10

#8 - #2

#14 - #2

1.5 (38)

10

Standard Split Bolt Connector
CRSM-CT-53/13-200

8 (203)

Dimension values provided are typical.

ORDERING INFORMATION
1. Select the appropriate catalog number based on the main and tap conductor sizes and connector type for electrical
repair (1000 volts max.).
2. Selections are based on typical dimensions for low-voltage insulated cable Confirm selection with cable dimensions to
assure proper sizing.
3. Kits do not contain connectors.
4. Kits include insulating sleeve, sealant strip, and stainless steel channel closure.
5. Standard package: 10 kits/box.

TECHNICAL REPORT
Standard test reports: EDR-5192
UV resistant test reports: EDR-5361

FOR MORE INFORMATION: TE Technical Support Centers
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1 800 327 6996
33 380 583 200
44 0870 870 7500
49 896 089 903
34 916 630 400
32 16 351 731
1 (905) 475-6222
52 (0) 55-1106-0800
54 (0) 11-4733-2200
86 (0) 400-820-6015

